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transition from web to apps

increasing focus on information (& knowledge)

rise of personal digital assistants

importance of near-real time processing





http://aptito.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/smartphone-apps.jpg





today...

example

google and microsoft both have copies of the entire web 

(and more) for indexing purposes

storing computing

managing indexing

huge amounts

of data
computers are

great tools for



tomorrow...

acquisition discovery

aggregation organization

correlation analysis

interpretation inference

of the world’s information

and knowledge

we would like computers to 

also help with the automatic

storing computing

managing indexing

huge amounts

of data
computers are

great tools for



data information knowledge intelligence wisdom

web indexing

rdbms

freebase

expert systems

wolframalpha

watson

google now



data is symbols (bits, numbers, characters)

information adds meaning to data through the introduction of relationship

- it answers questions such as “who”, “what”, “where”, and “when”

knowledge is a description of how the world works - it’s the application of

data and information in order to answer “how” questions

G. Bellinger, D. Castro, and A. Mills, “Data, Information, Knowledge, and Wisdom,” Inform. pp. 1–4, 2004



web – the data platform



web – the information platform



foundation for new experiences

web – the knowledge platform



“wisdom is not a product of 

schooling but of the lifelong 

attempt to acquire it”



representative examples



wolframalpha



watson



source: http://www.quora.com/IBM-Watson/Whats-the-system-architecture-of-the-IBM-Watson



http://www.facebook.com/note.php?note_id=469716398919

information









google

representative examples











google knowledge graph







speech & language understanding

near-realtime

service integration

google now



digital personal assistants

representative examples

siri
google now
evi (previously known as “true knowledge”)
maluuba

and many many more



siri evi maluuba



consolidation of user experiences

conversations
task completion



twitter storm

http://www.thebullagency.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Twitter-Storm-1.jpg



react to changes to the world’s information in near-realtime
reactive processing



ideas

DISCLAIMER: what follows does NOT represent

future products or services by microsoft



where are coldplay playing at the 

moment?

what’s the latest political situation in 

egypt?

i’d like to see the relative performance of 

msft and aapl for the last two years

what’s the most popular, according to my 

friends, movie with john cusack’s sister?

recommendation for a nearby restaurant 

with argentine beef on the menu



while at Sydney 2011, you should talk to paul w.

both of you were at paris 2010, rio 2009, and 

istanbul 2002 conferences

you also seem to be reading the same journals on 

knowledge representation

you both found the book “on intelligence” 

interesting

finally, you both like sushi… 

i suggest “blue sushi”, just two blocks from the 

conference center





key ingredients

towards a knowledge platform



facebook

spotify

imdb

netflix

web

linkedin

zune

the graph
of everything



it’s also about encoding the logical steps 

necessary to reason over those facts

knowledge engineering is not only about information facts

origami: how to create a wedding 

swan

the steps for placing a coffee order

processing a bank 

loan request



how to make 

chocolate chip cookies

building a

space rocket

community-driven

restaurant entity 

conflation

reactive

knowledge

platform



what do all these have to do with the web?



foundation for new experiences

web – the knowledge platform



hateoas
true global integration – the web as one application

domain application protocols

schemas/ontologies

the knowledge graph
where’s the giant global graph?



q&a

savasp
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